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Changing Times, Spaces, and Communities

D

uring the time we took to produce this issue of
Bridges, many changes were taking place in
the structure, the streets, and the society of Salt
Lake City. Everyone in Salt Lake is certainly
accustomed to the familiar "Road Work Ahead"
sign, surrounded by bright orange and white plastic
cones. The cables and tracks for the light rail
system pringing up everywhere downtown. Hotels
are being built for the upcoming Olympics.
Decisions are being made about mass transit and
community gathering places. The transformation of
urban Salt Lake City is occuring at an ever
increasing rate.
However, in order to maintain a sense of place, a
sense of community in our city, a feeling ofbelonging
and identification, we must pay attention to the
changes taking place right in our own
neighborhoods. These changes could be huge in
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scale, like the
Artspace Bridge
Projects at 5th
West and 2nd
South; or they
may be small,
creating
conversation
noticeable to a
small number of
people in a large
community, like
this newsletter.
The element
that these
transformations
share, however,
is the desire for community-building change: change
that makes what was good about a city even better,
change that reminds us of our history, our
connections, and our valued differences, while
capitalizing on the possibilities ofthe future.
The necessary ingredients for this type of change to
take place are people and a commitment to
remember. For the people of our city to retain a
unique identity, to maintain a sense of who we are,
we must consider the human element of all the
changes that we are witnessing, and pushing
forward, in this rush for urban renewal. City
planners, workers, and citizens must also consider
the special and specific history that grounds the
development process in Salt Lake City. In other
words, we must remember to be human as we move
forward with our changes.
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Be Careful What You Wish For
by Jodi Chase
We have all
affordable housing with attached workspace and
heard the
make it available to fellow artists. This was the
phrase, "Be
genesis of what is now known as "Artspace."
careful what
It began as one man's idea in 1979. Former
you wish for,
director ofNeighborhood Housing Services, David
you may get
Nimkin, now an Artspace resident himself,
it." There is
suggested to Goldsmith the possibility ofusing the
amanwho
Community Development Block Grant Program to
made a wish
fund the revitalization of the area near 3rd West.
and its
Artspace is an arts and community-building
fulfillmenthas
nonprofit corporation, developing vital and diverse
benefitted
neighborhoods by creating affordable housing and
many.The
workspaces. The first project, which transformed an
manwho
abandoned warehouse on 3'd West and Pierpont
madethis
Avenue, took twelve years to complete. However,
wish was
The Artspace Eccles/Pierpont Building
Artspace
where Goldsmith ived for 14 years.
president,
Stephen Goldsmith. When Goldsmith was a high
school student, he had an after-school job as a
Building A Neighborhood Through Story
delivery truck driver, making daily trips to a certain
area of town to pick up tools and supplies, which
Bridges was produced through a joint effort of Artspace, Inc . and
Salt Lake Community College. We would like to thank Stephen
included textiles, hardwoods and metals. These were
Goldsmith and Jackie Skibine from Artspace for their help and
the very elements that he liked to use in his early
encouragement. We would aiso like to thank the SLCC Humanisculpting. This area oftown, the neighborhood
ties Division and School of Humanities and Sciences whose
support made this project possible.
surrounding 3rd West, seemed like a candy store to
him. At one point, he mentioned to his employer that if
Participants:
he could choose one area of Salt Lake to live in, it
Mike Bernard
would be there so he could remain close to theraw
Jodi Chase
materials he loved to work with.
Beau Chaine'
Michelle Earle
Several years later, upon completing his college
Laurie Larsen
education at Webster University in St. Louis,
Steven Storheim
Goldsmith returned home to the Salt Lake valley. As
he put it," I realized that I had sage brush in my blood.
F aciliator:
I realized that I loved the landscape, loved the place
Tiffany Rousculp
immeasurably and decided that ifl could make my
Bridges was printed by students learning in the SLCC Printing
life's work here, I would do that."
Apprenticeship Program. Our thanks go out to Al Schmuhl and
When artists throughout the country look for
Brent Budd for their help.
affordable real estate to set up a studio, they usually
Please send all correspondence regarding this newsletter to
end up in abandoned industrial areas. As an artist,
Tiffany Rousculp, English Department, SLCC, 4600 S. Redwood
Goldsmith understood the difficulties in acquiring and
Road, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84130.
Phone: 957-4992. Email: rouscuti@slcc.edu
retaining affordable studio space. He wanted to create
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there is always more to do.
Artspace has since expanded tc, include what
was the old California Tire and Rubber Company
Building, now called the Artspace Rubber
Company. This project won the 1997 National
Award ofExcellence for Housing Design from the
National Association ofHousing and
Redevelopment Officials.
A new project will begin this year: the Bridge
Projects, which will provide 157 units ofmixed-

people is suited better to a single-family dwelling.
The lives ofothers are suited to apartment buildings.
When you are in an area like Artspace, with people
who want to live here, and who care about their
community, the residents provide a sense of
neighborhood, safety and social structure."
Artspace does not suffer from the malady often
known as "developers disease" where the firm's
sole purpose is to build, and build, and continue to
build regardless ofthe situation. However, as long
as there is a need for this
work--and the waiting list
of those who want to
participate in the project
is long--then Artspace
will continue to work to
meet the need. As time
goes on, however, the
process of making these
new spaces available
becomes more difficult.
As Goldsmith says, "[The
buildings] are important,
but the focus has to be on
the people, the user. Not
only the people who live
The Artspace Rubber Company contains 53 units, and has a waiting list of over 800.
in the buildings, but also
those who drive by them.
People who work in the
area, who are not a part of the project, whose lives
income live/work space for both renters and firsttime homebuyers. (See article on the Bridge
are made safer because we are here twenty four
hours a day, seven days a week."
Projects, this issue.) This project is designed to
We are all very lucky this man made a wish, for
establish an essential community in this area. As
Artspace has progressed, its mission has matured
we have all benefitted from its fulfillment. With a
also. The project is not limited to use by artists.
waiting list of800+, a number that would fill the
Many segments of society have the need for
Rubber Company building 15 times over, the need
affordable housing in a safe and vital community.
to create affordable, high quality housing is very real.
Artspace is building such a community in an area
that the city has officially designated as "blighted."
According to Goldsmith, "Many diverse groups
of people live in our community. They require a
diversity ofhousing types. The lifestyle of some
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Between The Lines: Artist Michael Hall
By Jodi Chase

O

ne of the many tenants of the Artspace building on
up in Chicago precisely because it was not New York. He
Pierpont A venue is artist Michael David Hall. He is wanted to allow his art to grow without the influence of
a painter whose works have recently been displayed at
outside forces. He felt he needed to be in a large city
both the Phillips Gallery on 444 E. 200 South, and the
where no one else knew he was doing art. It was
Salt Lake Art Center, 20 S. West Temple.
important to the development of his art at that time that no
Hall moved to the Salt Lake Valley from the Los
one saw his work.
Angeles area in 1984. The first studio he had was in the
The restrictions that he placed on himself during the
Salt Lake Hardware building on North Temple.
six years he spent in Chicago became less important as
Investors purchased this building and subsequently
time went on. After having been in Salt Lake City for
scheduled it for remodeling. After several years in one
about three years, his wife suggested that it was time that
he try to get his work shown.
location, Hall found himself without a studio. At this
point, a space in the Pierpont A venue building opened.
His subject matter often includes everyday objects
This was the first
such as cars, toasters,
time he had the
sofas, refrigerators,
chance to have a
food items, and animal
studio with no
forms . Hall begins
with simple lines,
worries about
layering scene upon
losing it to
scene until almost
developers,
nothing is recognizable
something that
in its original form . To
artists deal with on
him, his art is a visual
a regular basis. "In
every city which I
expression of his
thought processes.
have ever had a
"To me, that is what
studio, it is always
art wants to be ."
in the back of my
However, "That is an
mind: the studio is
extremely simplified
only going to be
Contained in these figures and lines is a metaphoric view oflife.
description of the
available for so
process ."
long. The first
He sees his art as a cumulative process. Each
thing that I loved about this place was that this was not a
successive drawing contains all the information
worry at all. That is a lot; that is enough right there. It
encompassed by the preceding pieces. He uses symbols as
has given me a sense of security and opportunity I have
devices to express the ideas he wants to represent. Each
never felt before."
symbol is a visual metaphor and contains more information
In his youth, Hall spent a great deal of time alone,
as time goes on. As the works progress, the meaning of
and filled that time with art. Art became a habitual way
these symbols increases, but their form becomes
to fill his time. In art school, he decided there needed to
simplified. "My work is more abstract visually now; much
be another reason to do art and met other students who
more is implied within the symbols that I use. It is also
had decided not to become art instructors, but to pursue
much more complex." When in Chicago, he would often
art as a vocation. By his third year of college, he
became somewhat separated from the group because of complete three paintings each day; it now takes him seven
or more days to complete one.
their differing ideas. A few of the students opted to
"Art is a tool that I use to reach a goal." Art is his
move to New York City, the accepted and expected
way of discovering his relationship with the world around
path for aspiring artists.
him. There, the line between life and art seems to vanish
After graduating from art school, Hall moved to
and they become one.
Illinois in order to isolate himself artistically from the
institutionalized theories of what art should be. He ended
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Bibliotect
by Jodi Chase

I

n downtown Salt Lake, at 329 W . Pierpont
area in the Salt Lake valley due to the diversity
Avenue, you will find a captivating little
contained here.
When asked what advice he would give to
combination
someone who is considering renovating an existing
bookstore and
home, or a new one, Lerner suggests to remain
galle:ry called
focused on what you truly need and want. Square
Bibliotect: "A
feet should not be the determining factor in choosing
bookstore,
a house plan. Concentrate on making your home fit
specializing in
you. Your living space is very personal, and a ve:ry
newandrare
biginvestment. Makethemostofit. Consulting
art and
with an architect can make the most of what you
architecture
have. ''There is ve:ry little difference in the financial
books for the
professional and aspects of working with an architect, and hiring a
contractor to produce a cookie cutter home."
enthusiast; as
well as interior,
The easy-going atmosphere makes this
graphic and
bookstore/galle:ry a relaxing place to visit.You can
browse through the extensive variety ofbooks and
landscape
periodicals available, and ifwhat you are looking for
design; home
A sofa provides a space to read and sip
is not in stock, the knowledgeable staff can have it
improvement
cappucino.
and gardening.'' ordered for you. Mr. Lerner would like to invite
Co-owner, and an architect himself,
Hugo Lerner is a book enthusiast who
thought it would be a great thing to have not
just a bookstore, but a social center where
people can come together.
You need not be a professional architect
to appreciate this shop. There is much here
which may interest those who will take the
time to visit.You will find music on CD and
cassette, and examples of artwork, available
through the art exhibits hosted there. There
is also an espresso and coffee bar.
Originally from California, Lerner says
that Artspace was his first choice of a
location for this project. Bibliotect
relocated approximately one year ago from
a site just down the street. He had heard
Artist Greg Perri' s installment "Hanging Sticks" decorates
about the Artspace project from some
Bibliotect.
acquaintances in the art community after he
you to stop by and see what his shop has to offer, or
arrived in Salt Lake. Lerner feels that the area
give him a call at236-1010.
surrounding Artspace is the most interesting urban
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Building a Community ofBridges
by Laurie N. Larsen

M

ost saw decaying old buildings. Stephen
Goldsmith saw studios and living space for
artists. Through Artspace, he constructed a bridge
over many obstacles and created a path for
hundreds to cross over to anew life. Now,
Artspace has taken on a task called the Bridge
Projects, to be built at 500 West and 200 South in
Salt Lake City's Gateway District. The Bridge
Projects will house families, businesses and nonprofit
organizations. Though the Bridge Projects include
physical bridges, the most important bridges will be
between people, organizations and society.
A community is being built by creating the social
bridges needed to bring people together. The
Bridge Projects
will provide
different types
ofhousing:
mixed-use
apartments for
artists and
entrepreneurs
who want to
work and live in
the same space,
and
condominiums
available for
purchase. The
variety ofhighand low-end
housing creates
a SOClOeconormc
bridge by
developing a
community for
people with
different incomes. A childcare facility in the complex
will allow parents who work out oftheir homes to
be close to their children. Parents working in their
apartments will be able to watch their children

--

playing in the courtyard. A family market will
become a communal area for people to meet their
neighbors. The residents will support the market,
allowing people to shop in their own community.
TheForumfor Multiculturalism, housed within
the Bridge Projects, will create bridges for a small
community ofnonprofit organizations: the National
Conference for Community and Justice, the Center
for Community Dialogue, and TreeUtah. The
Forum will allow these organizations to share
resources such as the same receptionist, copy
machine and large meeting space. With the already
tight budgets ofmost nonprofit organizations, the ·
savings gained from this arrangement can help fund
the important
workthey
perform. Not
only will this little
nonprofit
community
support itself, it
will reach out to
society in
meaningful ways.
The
development of
the Bridge
Projects has also
created bridges
to funding
I~
resources. The
Federal Home
LoanBank,a
regional
organization,
provided the
pre-development
moneythat
allowed the Bridge Projects to start planning and
fundraising. The George and Dolores Dore Eccles
Foundation, a local foundation, and the American
Express Centurion Bank, a national foundation,
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provided money to help build the B!idge Projects.
its roots are old and deep .
The Salt Lake City Redevelopment Agency is
Over time, the Gateway area has become the
connecting the Bridge Projects to the Gateway
warehousing district. The old ZCMI warehouse is
development plan. Like most bridges, this is a twothe main building on the block where the Bridge
way passage: the Bridge Projects receive the money Projects are planned. The warehouse has not been
to build, and society gets the benefit of a vital
used for many years. However, instead oftearing
community in an area of Salt Lake where it is
down this historic site, theprojectwill transform it
desperately needed.
into condominiums,
An important
and create a bridge
connection from the
from the warehouse's
Bridge Projects to the
pastto its future.
community at large is
The Pignanelli family
KRCL 91 FM. The
is also building a
bridge from the past
Bridge Projects will
be the home for this
to the future . The
community radio
grandfather, Leo
station. KRCL has
Pignanelli, built a bar
in the 1930s at 200
already moved into
theold ZCMI
South and 500 West.
warehouse on the
The bar operated for
The site where the Bridge Projects will be constructed.
decades, but was
site. They willmove
demolished last year. The family will use the Bridge
their permanent home to the Forum when it is
completed. BecomingpartoftheForumfor
Projects to open a restaurant. This not only keeps
Multiculturalism will strengthen KRCL' s
the family where its roots are, but strengthens the
commitment to be "the voice of the powerless."
community's identity with its past.
The Bridge Projects are well-named. Their
Bridges from the past to the present are also an
architecture creates a flow that brings together the
important aspect of the Bridge Projects. The
Gateway district of Salt Lake City was the melting
different aspects ofa large project. Community
pot for immigrants before and after the turn ofthe
amenities are located close together to bridge
century. The Greek community was centered in this personal and public life and create a strong
neighborhood. Nonprofit organizations will have a
area. The Greek Orthodox Church is still there.
common area with shared resources that increase
The Japanese who immigrated to Utah also
their ability to affect the larger society. Securing
congregated in this section of town, and built a
thriving community, including a Buddhist Temple.
funding for this project created bridges between
Most ofJ-Town was demolished in the late 1960s
Artspace and various revenue sources. Great care
to make space for the Salt Palace. The Buddhist
will be given to support the bridges that connect this
new development with the Gateway area's past.
Templeremains, butovertimeitsactivitieshave
Real bridges are made of wood, concrete and
been restricted by the growth around it. It seemed
steel,
and span spaces to connect people. The
the only option was to move the Temple away from
Bridge Projects will build a different kind ofbridge
its cultural roots. The Bridge Projects came to the
over many of the obstacles that often separate
rescue. The Buddhist Temple will move several
individuals, organizations and cultures.
blocks, but will remain in the Gateway area, where
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Red Lotus School ofMovement
by Michelle Earle
The Lotus is a plant that grows in
Artspace Institute Classes (for youths after school)
muddy, murky conditions in ponds
suchasExpressiveDance, Yoga, WingChunKung
and riverbanks then slowly rises to
Fu and Figure Drawing. All these classes teach
the surface to blossom into a
creativity, discipline, awareness, self-confidence,
beautiful flower. The symbolism of
communication skills and exploration ofnew ideas.
this flower is the purpose ofRed Lotus: to bring
In addition to martial arts and self-development
people from their murky, muddy lives and attitudes
classes, Red Lotus is also home to a separate
into beautiful, open,
organization: Urgyen Samten
realizedminds. Ifyou
Ling, a Utah-based, nonhave a yearning for
profit, TibetanBuddhist
know ledge, or if you feel
temple. It practices a
something is missing in
traditional approach to
your life, you may find
Buddhism according to the
yourself at the doors of
Vajrayana tradition ofthe
Red Lotus School of
Nyingma School ofTibet. The
Movement, located in
Vajrayana tradition is a
the heart of Artspace at
practice that is uniquely
345 West Pierpont
appropriate for this modem
(250 South).
time period. It recognizes
Jerry had lived in
Guru Rinpoche, also known
as Padmasambhava, as the
SLC before, during the
1980s teaching mime
second Buddha of our era.
and working with the
The Vajrayana tradition
allows the practitioner the
Utah Arts Council. He
met Jean in Montezuma
ability to balance daily life with
Creek, Utah where she
spiritual practice.
was teaching special
The main goal ofthis form of
Buddhism is to "invoke and
education classes on the
Jerry Gardner in the Red Lotus School of
directly realize the enlightened
Navajo Reservation.
Movement.
body, speech, and mind
They got married and
. inherent in all sentient beings."
moved to Guam, then
In other words, the goal is to discover the capacity
moved back to SLC in 1993. Jerry now works at
and joy of the awakened mind; to bring back
the University ofUtahas an Assistant Professor in
the Theater department. He has over thirty years of childlike openness and non-judgementality; to make
sense ofwhere you belong and your purpose in life.
martial arts education and Jean is a certified teacher
with an MA in Expressive Arts Education. With this They teach how to work on the inside, develop your
body and mind, then bring a meaning to others'
expertise, they decided to open the Red Lotus
lives. These ideas are learned through "study,
School ofMovement.
contemplation, and meditation to discover and
After 4 1/2 years in operation, there is a wide
embody
the ever-present compassion,j oy, and
variety of classes offered: Tai Chi Chu'an, Wing
innate wisdom ofthe awakened mind."
Chun Kung Fu, Iaido (Japanese Swordsmanship),
and Yoga; Parent/Child Creative Arts classes; and
(Please see "Red Lotus," on page 21)
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Steve
by Mike Bernard

I

recently had an experience that gave me a look
into one man's heart. This man's ~ame is Steve,
and he is homeless. Whether he chose this way of
life, or if it was thrust upon him, I do not know. Nor
do I have the answers to other homeless issues.
It is what Steve told me about himself, that moved
me to write this article. Steve's story about his life
creates a bridge. This bridge does not exist for the
purpose of Steve crossing over into our world, but is
there to reveal to
us the struggles and
heart of this man.
Steve was
sitting on a bench
when I sat down
next to him. His
hair curled out of a
hat, down to the
back of his neck.
He had on a black
pair of dusty pants
and a plaid jacket.
He had a blue
duffle bag and a small radio. He was carrying an
empty Sunny Delight container and was a little drunk.
The day was almost over, the sun dropping below the
horizon. I had never seen Steve and he didn't know
me either. We just sat there on the bench listening to
the silence . I asked him, "How's it going?" He
replied with an "ok" and a smile. I told him I was
going to school. He said he had a son going to school
at one time.
He told me that early one morning before the sun
had risen, his son was driving down an old dirt road,
going to work with two other boys. The car was
smashed into by a drunk driver, killing all three of
them. Steve looked at me with tears in his eyes and
began to sob. His eyes searched for an answer,
something to end the suffering.
After a little time passed, Steve stopped crying
and said that the man responsible for his son's death
had gotten off without being charged for anything.
One of the other boy's fathers offered Steve a large
sum of money to kill the man, but Steve turned him
down. He explained to me that ifhe was ever going
to kill someone it would be on his own terms, not
someone else's.

Now, Steve thinks about it a lot. He knows where
the man lives, and thinks he could easily go in there and
avenge his son's death. Over and over he replays how
he is going to kill this man. But one thing keeps Steve
from going and killing him. He told me that ifhe does
this, he believes he will never have the chance to see
his son in heaven. Each day goes by and he faces this
conflict without rest. He turned to me and asked what
he should do. "I don't know" I said, thinking what can
I tell him about the
life he faces. I
don't have an
answer.
The air was
growing cold, so we
got up and walked
down the street for
a while. He asked
me how old I was,
and I told him. His
face became a little
confused. "The
same age as my
son," he said. Steve told me that he thinks of himself
as a flunky and a no-good looser, but his son was very
bright. "He was smart. He was going to be something;
he could have done whatever he wanted."
We walked to the 7-11 where I bought something
to eat. I gave Steve a couple of dollars, but he didn't
buy anything. I had found him drunk and knew he
would probably spend it on alcohol later. He explained
to me that he has more self control than the man who
killed his son and that he could quit drinking any time he
wants to. I don't know if it is drinking that brought
Steve to this place in life, but it is something he does to
fight his pain and suffering.
After walking to my car, Steve asked if I could
give him a lift down to the homeless shelter. We got in
and drove down there. On the way, Steve told me to
stay in school and to always try my best, to be the best
that I can. He feels he has lost his chance, and his
son's chance also. He wanted me to go all the way, as
far as I can, for him, and for his son. I pulled up to the
shelter and stopped. As Steve was getting out of the
car, he looked towards me, his eyes red with tears and
said "make me proud."
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Paris wasn't built in a day
by Steve Storheim

W

ith a birthrate and an economy exceeding the compete with super-giants like Borders, Barnes and
national average, Utah is in for a whole lot of Noble and most especially, the Internet giant,
growth and development and the Olympics are only
Amazon.com. Patrick de Freitas, previous owner of
encouraging it here in Salt Lake. However, I wish
Waking Owl bookstore, said regarding Amazon,
not to dwell on the issue as a problem, but rather as
"They're losing money hand over fist, but they' re
a sign of the great potential Salt Lake has to become buying market share. I'm losing money hand over
an exciting place to live in.
fist and losing market share.
Anyone who is familiar
Capitalism is weird." If Salt
with the planned development
Lake overlooks the needs of
of the Gateway district is also
local businesses and residents
/,
familiar with the "we're
in the zeal to create another
running out of time" worry,
version ofthe eclectic
shared by the Mayor's office
Greenwich Village ofNew
as well as a few City Council
York, the same thing that
members and planners.
happened to Waking Ow 1is
Consultant Steve Meyer ofthe
going to happen to them.
Sear-Brown group illustrated
They'll have to shut down and
this concern: "We have a
find something else to do or,
window ofopportunity with
somewhere else to live.
federal funding for the
One part of a solution to
Olympics. It's a real
this problem is presented by a
opportunity" (Deseret News,
group ofnon-:Profits asking for
March 10, 1998). The fear is
20 percent of the Gateway
Workers put down tracks for
Trax on 200 South.
that the window will soon
master plan to be designated
close and our chance will have
for low-income housing"
passed.
(Deseret News, Saturday, Aug. 8, 1998). There is
For others, like City Council member Joanne
a lot oftalk of creating mixed housing in the
Milner, the "we're running out oftime" cry is a bit
Gateway. The non-profits and local citizens are
worrying its elf. Milner is worried that the focus is
trying to make sure that the mix is proportional to
the demand. Maybe even allowing space to
geared unfavorably toward big businesses like the
compensate those who may lose their homes in the
Boyer Company, a large contracting company
development ofthe area.
based here in Salt Lake, and the ever-popular and
national corporate venues (i.e. Planet Hollywood
Another worry comes from Stephen Goldsmith
of Artspace. During a tour oftheir building along
and the like) that may be included in Boyer's
development of 40 acres west of the Delta Center.
west Pierpont Ave. and the site of their future Bridge
She claims this would be at the expense of preProjects, he shared his vision of what he calls a
"cultural campus." Later, he asked, "What about
existing low-income residents and small businesses.
our children?" Are they going to be included in the
Consider what has happened to three local
plan as well? He told me of the condition of the
bookstores (Waking Owl, Sam Weller's in Sandy,
Children's Museum ofUtah. A meager staff
andA Woman'sPlace). Inonlysixmonthsatthe
operates the facility in an old building on 840 N. 300
end of 1998, all three stores closed down. In all
W. When he asks his kids if they would like to go
three cases, owners reported not being able to
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visit the museum, he gets a very unenthusiastic
surrounded by empty and sometimes toxic space.
answer, persuading him to take them elsewhere.
I remember the statistic: 70% of the area was
either vacant or used for industrial purposes.
This kind ofresponse doesn't come just from
kids however. Lisa Darling, a co-worker of mine at People were naturally more scarce than
Great Harvest Bread Co ., expresses frustration
buildings and as for trees, well let's put it th is
about the Museum: "I won't even take my kids
way, my greatest fear of walking through the
there. The place looks like it's about to fall apart."
area was getting a sun burn.
Today it's hard for me to imagine how it was
Is this all we have to offer our children?
Right now Salt Lake is in the process of
20 years ago. Aside from the throngs ofpeople,
becoming a more exciting place to live for everyone. there are large trees lining the streets and both
Cities like Paris, Madrid, San Francisco and New
sides of the Trax line. Instead of only walking on
York don't have culture and excitement because
sidewalks, there is now open green space with
trees and a central plaza with a few fountains.
citizens and government decided one day to build a
In fact, City Creek itself is day-lighted on a
bunch of stuffthat everyone else had (i.e. Hard
Rock Cafe and huge shopping
number of blocks
malls). It has taken decades
with paths on
and, in some cases centuries, to
each side of it.
With the new
become what they are now:
urban forest,
cities attracting young people,
children and families every year
came new shops
to see and experience things
and street cafes
they don't find at home.
as well, resting
Imagine returning to Salt
beneath
Lake in the year 2019 from
apartment
another city where you had
housing, both for
been working for 20 years.
medium and lowWouldn't it be nice to write
income families.
Salt Lake City in 1909 with a little splash of Paris.
Courtesy
of
Paul
Bitner
and
Nichols
Photo
Lab.
something like the following in
There are
your j oumal after taking a
all kinds of new
morning walk through downtown and what is
museums, like the Museum of African American
presently the industrial gateway district?
History of the West and the Museum of Women's

History of the West, or the Heritage Museum
which celebrates the ethnic roots and diversity of
Salt Lake.
One of my favorite stopping places is a small
children's book store out of which has come
many of the stories my grand-kids know so well.
It's fun to bring them here. Their eyes sparkle
with excitement as we go in and out of the
different museums and discovery centers.
That's probably the biggest difference

Wednesday, April 2, 2019
It 's 8:00 am in the Capitol: the City of Salt.
There are a lot ofpeople meandering the city
streets today.
I remember walking this same route on
occasion years ago (when the light-rail system
was still very new to us Utahns) . Everything
west of 4th West was like a corpse. There was, of
course, the new Bridge Projects building and a
few night clubs, but their vibrant life was still

(Please see "Paris Wasn't Built in a Day," page 23.)
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Use Your Brain! Pay Attention!
The Children's Media Workshop
by Michelle Earle

T

he average American child under 11 years of age
watches 28 hours of television weekly. Most of
these hours are not quality programming. They're
usually primetime hours that contain violent, or
sexually suggestive programs. Our children are being
raised with
television as their
primary source of
socialization. They
are beginning to
believe the canned
laughter and
unnecessary
violence is how life
is supposed to be.
These scary
facts are the fuel
behind Director
John Schaefer and
The Children ' s
Media Workshop
(CMW). Started in
1976 with the help of colleagues Brent Herride and
Fred Wright, The Children's Media Workshop went
to various schools with Polaroid cameras to teach
children how to take photographs. This was the basic
activity that CMW used until the early 1980s when
they started working with children on the Navajo
Reservation here in Utah. John was surprised to see
many children could not read or write. That was
when he realized that more could be done with visits
to schools through CMW. Along with artistic
expression, he could teach children to read, write, and
develop critical thinking skills.
Shaefer' s program works by getting the students
he visits involved in doing things fun and interesting to
them. He teaches them how to use a digital camera
for still photography or as a form of expression.
Sometimes, he shows them modern and
contemporary art and analyzes it with them. He also
shows them television commercials and discusses the
underlying meaning. All of these activities are
designed to teach the kids a certain life changing skill:
critical thinking . John said, "The goal of the program

can be summed up in two words, teaching kids to pay
attention."
The Children's Media Workshop has grown into a
wonderful program in high demand, visiting schools
throughout Utah, and working with The Salt Lake Art
Center and The
Children's Museum of
Utah. Schools are
chosen based on their
need by The National
Endowment of the Arts
and The National
Endowment of the
Humanities which provide
grants for the CMW .
Other schools that have
heard about this great
program make requests
for the program.
John is disgusted
with the way television
dumbs-down today ' s
children, discourages critical thinking, and encourages
low self-esteem. "Children believe that what happens
on television is real. They view it as an approach to
life and they're disempowered by it." When he visits
a classroom, his main goal is to show the students that
there are alternatives to television. He also builds
self-esteem, and teaches that learning is fun . Shaefer
believes that school is only disliked because of how
things are being taught. If learning were more fun ,
more students would enjoy school. As an added
bonus, he usually ends up learning something from the
students as well.
Shaefer's passion is re-enforced by his concern
for the future of today's children . They have low
self-esteem and are isolated and disempowered by
the effect of television. Society plays a large role in
the way education works. The Children's Media
Workshop is doing its best to be involved in education
by encouraging kids to use their brain, pay attention,
question their surroundings and what is told to them,
believe in and love themselves, and enjoy learning .
To contact The Children's Media Workshop, call
John at (801) 359-3291.
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TreeUtah
by Steve Storheim

A

In his second meeting with the City Forester and
number of years ago, a knock came at the door
of Pepper Provanzano' s house on 8th South. He others, Provanzano proposed that someone should
organize an organization committed to urban forestry
greeted two city forestry crew members who asked
here in Utah. A woman stood, "That's exactly what
him to move his car so that they could proceed to cut
down two large trees that stood between the curb and we need" she said, "and you're the one to do it."
After a lot of questions, Provanzano accepted the
sidewalk lining the street directly in front of his house.
woman ' s challenge. In 1988, TreeUtah was born.
The question came as a great alarm to Provanzano.
Two years later, it
The crew informed
received official nonhim that years of
profit status. The
pruning (a job left to
organization is
Utah Power) and
composed now of a
age had left all the
board of eleven
trees lining 8th South
members and a staff
from 7th to 13 th East
of four. The Board
hacked and
writes the bylaws and
unhealthy; they
procedures, gathers
were in their
funding, and organizes
declining years and
committees while the
needed to be cut.
staff facilitates the
Provanzano
actual programs and
refused to move his
,i
operations of the
car, asking for
group. "Our mission,"
permission to talk
they say, "is to improve Utah's quality of life for
with the City Forester himself. No one had
present and future generations by enhancing the
forewarned him and his family that the trees were
environment through planting, stewardship and
going to be removed and he felt that sufficient time
education." "You have the power to influence your
should be given to them to prepare for the potential
local landscape," says Meryl Redisch, Executive
ramifications that the removal of the trees presented.
The two men agreed, giving him two weeks to meet
Director ofTreeUtah. "If you have never planted a
tree, make it a goal
with the City Forester.
to plant one this
Provanzano did some research and indeed
It has been said that the
year. It is amazing
found that the trees had quite a few years of
best time to plant a tree
how you will feel
life left in them. At the first meeting with the
was
twenty
years
ago;
the
about trees after
City Forester a compromise was reached not to
you've
done so."
cut the trees down. However to his further
next best time is now.
Last
year
astonishment, Provanzano had learned that the
-Anonymous.
TreeUtah, in
175,000 trees that grew in the city were tended
only by a 5 member crew with a $500,000
conjunction with the
budget. No wonder he was given no warning that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, South Jordan City,
Great Salt Lake Audubon, and hundreds oflocal
trees were going to be cut. Such a small crew
volunteers planted 12,000 native shrub and tree
couldn't keep up with the demands of tending for so
seedlings along the banks of the Jordan River. The
many trees with so few resources.
project
is an endeavor to restore a natural migratory
He started doing some research to find what
other cities have done to handled this kind of problem. songbird habitat to the region. They also provide
many other opportunities for volunteers and
He found a few inspiring non-profits in Atlanta and
communities to get involved in city or mountain
the Twin Cities, and began to formulate an idea.
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plantings.
"Everybody seems to be involved." says Chaitna
Sinha, of the University of Utah's Bennion Center.
She's right. From the outset, TreeUtah and
volunteers report having received verbal, financial and
in-kind
support from
all over: state
and local
government,
other nonprofits, church
groups, Scout
groups, local
nurseries, and
service
learning
groups like the
Bennion
Center. Sinha
describes the
plantings as
Naturescapes
though the
"whole
community comes together and plants a forest." The
result is an increased awareness of the immediate
environment, a new sense of community and personal
ownership that didn ' t exist before.
Children from Parkview Elementary know the
feeling as well. Parkview is one of the schools
TreeUtah works with in a program called
Naturescapes . Redisch explains that the program is
designed to give children an opportunity to plant and
care for their own trees and native plants in hopes of
instilling within them "a connection with nature and
their urban environment." Parkview students
contributed their time and love to the Jordan River
restoration project by growing Golden Current plants
and Cottonwood tree seedlings in a small nursery on
school grounds, a nursery TreeUtah helped them
build. "Kids love getting their hands dirty" says Toni
Sage of the Parkview elementary staff, "they don't
even notice how much they are learning about
science and the environment." She says there is a
sudden interest in their neighborhood. "Parkview is
right by the Jordan River and they have seen the
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pollution." The project created the sense of "This is
our area! We're taking care of it!"
Another very interesting relationship is with the
SLOC. The SLOC has taken special interest in a cooperative program named "Plant a Family Tree" that
has been running
now for nine years
between TreeUtah
and the Utah
Nursery and
Landscape
Association.
Each
September,
TreeUtah provides
participating
nurseries with
banners and teeshirts to promote
the program. In
tum, the nurseries
provide TreeUtah
in action.
with one dollar for
every tree sold
and the public can find all the trees in the nurseries
marked 20% off. The first year, the effort sold 120
trees, the next year 360 trees, then 750, 1150, 3300
and so on.
For the
next three
years, the
"Trees are the 'predominant
program will
indicator species' of a
be known as
healthy urban ecosystem."
"Plant an
Olympic
- Pepper Provanzno / Don Willike
Family Tree."
(past President of American
Last year, the
Forests and the National Urban
SLOC adopted
Forest Council)
the program as
a way to
create an Olympic legacy through planting trees . If
the Olympic games result in creating more urban
forestry, then I am excited our city is involved.
"You can't put a dollar value on the worth of a
tree." says Redisch. She's right; the benefits of a
healthy urban forest are immeasurable. Consider the
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Tree Utah's Tenth Annual
"Run Thru the Trees"

how to register, call
364-2122.

Saturdal; ~tar 22. 1999, 8:30 AM Trolley Square - 6th Soulh. 7th East

feelings and awareness the children at Parkview
elementary experience as they continue to plant and
care for trees. Or consider the sense of community
Chaitna Sinha described that is awakened among total
strangers when a group voluntarily gathers together to
plant a new forest. "When we plant and care for
trees, alone or together, we begin to build an internal
place of peace, beauty, safety,joy, simplicity, caring
and satisfaction" (Lipkis and Lipkis; The Simple Act
of Planting a Tree) .
For tho se of you who need something a little more
tangible than an increased piece of mind, consider the
immediate benefits of a healthy urban ecosystem. In
1954, non air-conditioned homes in California with
tree cover experienced inside temperatures 20
degrees cooler during summer months. Soil erosion
and run-off can be contained through an increase of
urban vegetation by allowing water infiltration through

soils and other vegetative surfaces. Air pollution, an
undying problem in our valleys, is proven in all
instances to be reduced proportionally to the amount
of vegetative surface area present in the same
polluted area. The more vegetation there is, the
greater the reduction of air pollution. If you are still
curious, look into the effects an urban forest has on
sound control, solar radiation, air movement, glare and
reflection, waste water, recreation, wildlife, and
architecture. In all cases, trees and vegetation never
prove to be a problem, but rather a solution, and
Tree Utah is at the forefront of putting the solutions
into practice for us in Salt Lake City.
For more information on how to get involved,
contact TreeUtah by phone at (801) 364-2122, by fax
at (801) 359-2062 or visit them on the Internet at
www.treelink.org/treeutah. TreeUtah is currently
located at 364 E. Broadway (300 South) .
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Waiters' and Porters' Club
by Beau Chaine'

S

ome people think that there was no prejudice in
Utah before or during the racial struggles of the
1960s, but it may be that there were so few black
people in the state back then, discrimination was
unnoticed by the majority.
In May of 1963, Mrs. Aurelia Richards talked to
my French class at Bryant Junior High School about
the March on Washington for Civil Rights. She had
us take one of our class periods to have Mrs.
Lilyenquist, the school librarian, help us research
history of Black Americans. At that time, there
wasn't much research available, other than history of
slaves during the Civil War, and some notes about
Blues and Jazz music.
After this, some of us wanted to do more to help
the cause of the journey for civil rights to Washington
that would be coming through Salt Lake City that
August, rather than just stand by and watch it on the
news .
So a group of a dozen or so of us got together
after a French Club meeting the last week of school
and decided that we would make a sweep of the city
on foot, mostly in the neighborhoods of Central City,
to ask for donated soap, toothpaste and toothbrushes,
towels, and toilet paper to give to the marchers when
their busses arrived in Salt Lake.
The poorest neighborhoods gave the most; one
elderly black lady gave all the homemade soap she
had produced that weekend, along with the
toothbrushes she had set aside for her grandchildren
when they visited from "up on the hill." She said,
"My son Horrace works for the railroad, and he and
some friends from the Waiters' and Porters' Club are
gonna join the busses here and go all the way to
Washington!" She was so proud.
Some white folks from "up on the hill" gave
grocery bags full of supplies for our cause, while
others either called the police on us for vagrancy, or
invited us in for a meal, insisting to send cash along
with them.
It was a sunny day that August of 1963, and the
log and beam bandstand at Pioneer Park was
overflowing with people, mostly black, who had come
to make breakfast for the two busfulls of marchers
that had arrived from California. Our volunteer
student brigade from Bryant Junior High had come to

hand over those hygienic gifts as a representation of
Salt Lake City's moral support and wish for good
luck.
The Director for the trip was very surprised when
a bunch of white teenagers kept trying to get his
attention. When we did and explained why, some
from our group ran to their bicycles' baskets from
which we presented seven large boxes of hygienic
supplies, and an envelope of $170.00 cash.
"Are you kids in some kind of class for economics
or history or somethin'?" the Director asked.
"No, we just want to help."
My friend, George Washington Henry, was one of
us who collected supplies for the marchers. George
also knew some waiters and porters from his Baptist
church. The experiences I shared with him were
where I had heard of the Waiters' and Porters' club.
When the opportunity to research it came up for this
newsletter, my curiosity got the best of me.
I met with George over coffee at the 15 th and 15 th
Starbucks Coffee shop, trying to find out what he
knew about the Waiters' and Porters' club. I was
surprised to find that information about this Club was
very difficult to obtain, and in the end, I was only able
to get "pieces" of the story, which are fragments of a
difficult time in Salt Lake City's history. I relied on
George to get the following facts.
"I believe his wife's name was Annabelle, Billie
Weekly's wife, that is. She was the owner of the
Waiters' and Porters' Club. I know she used to
attend Calvary Baptist, where my parents would tag
me along when I was a child" said George. "But I
don't think she's alive now."
George Henry led me to Mike Doltin in the
Community Services Department of Denver's Rio
Grand Railroad office, who mentioned that if anyone
had more information, it would be Roscoe "Howard"
P. Coltrain.
Mr. Coltrain provided me with the following
information: "The Ogden club for the waiters and
porters was really a hotel for black folks while the
Salt Lake location was a real nightclub and restaurant
with hotel attached. Billie had contracted with Union
Pacific to provide the housing and the railroad would
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With all the changes in the late 1960s: the Civil
Rights Act being passed in 1964, right after the first
March on Washington, and the riots in the South
forcing changes in government policies, Annabelle
Weekly closed her doors to the club in 1968, and sold
her properties in 1970. The buildings were tom
down.
I am still trying to locate information about the
Waiters ' and Porters ' Club in Salt Lake City. Should
any of our readers have such information, please Email me at boshuna@aros.net.

recommend him and his hotel."
Coltrain continued, "The Ogden hotel was on 25 th
Street between Wall and Lincoln. It housed only
black porters and waiters because there was no hotel
in the city that would let blacks stay overnight. It
accommodated 50 men when it opened after the First
World War, but in 1923 it added 23 additional rooms,
and by the end of the Second World War, it housed
over I 00 at a time .
Les Kelen, of the Oral History Institute of Utah
had more information. "In the 1950s, the hotel portion
of the Salt Lake Porters and Waiters club was shut
down by Mrs. Annabelle Weekly, and only the club
and restaurant portion remained open. The club was
originally created for segregation, because the black
man had no where to stay or party overnight. White
hotels in both cities denied blacks any rooms, so Billie
Weekly's operations were a necessity."
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In One Person's Opinion ...
Where Oh Where Is The Intermodal Hub?
by Laurie N. Larsen

T

he Wasatch Front needs a good public
transportation system that encourages people to
use it. The ability to transfer between different
modes of a mass transit system is a key to its
success. In downtown Salt Lake the intermodal hub
is that key.
What is the intermodal hub?
Ideally the intermodal hub would be the center
for all mass
transit in
downtown Salt
Lake City. This
hub could
connect the
UTA buses,
inter-city buses
like Greyhound,
Amtrak, Trax
(light rail), and
commuter rail
and could be
within walking
distance of
downtown. The
intermodal hub
would provide a
central location for most of the mass transit in the
valley and could facilitate easy access among these
different services. Unfortunately, the City is planning
to split up these transportation services.
Why do we need the intermodal hub?
The intermodal hub could be the difference
between a successful mass transit system and
continued over-reliance on cars. A well-located
station would promote access between the different
forms of mass transportation, thereby increasing its
use by commuters. The quicker and easier the mass
transit system is to use, the more people will use it.
If the system is cumbersome, mass transit will never
be a viable option.
Who will benefit from the intermodal hub?

A well-organized transit hub will allow
commuters from all over the Wasatch Front to travel
to downtown Salt Lake City. People working in the
University of Utah area or at the Airport and
International Center would have viable mass transit
options. Fans of the Utah Jazz could use mass transit
instead of fighting the traffic and finding parking.
Participants of other Delta Center and Salt Palace
events would benefit from an easy and fast mass
transit system. Even
people who do not
take advantage of the
transit system will
benefit from less
congested roads and
lower air pollution.
These advantages will
only be realized if the
mass transit system is
convenient to use and
well organized.
Where will the
intermodal hub be
located?
Some of the options
discussed for the hub
have been the Rio Grande Railroad Station, the Union
Pacific Station, and an area at 300 South and 600
West. The spacious Rio Grande station is one option
that has been a train depot in the past. The Rio
Grande building is historic and aesthetically pleasing,
creating an uplifting gateway into the city. One
disadvantage is its distance from downtown: it would
be an eight-block walk to Temple Square.
The Union Pacific Station is much closer to
downtown and also has the historic elements of the
Rio Grande Station. People leaving the Union
Pacific Station would be at the Delta Center and
three blocks from Temple Square. The North/South
Trax, East/West Trax and bus routes will all converge
at the Union Pacific Station. The disadvantage to
using the Union Pacific Station is the Boyer ' s Project,
planned in the 40 acres located behind the Union
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Pacific Station.
This area is
currently covered
with railroad
tracks that are
scheduled for
elimination.
Without heavy
tracks, a
commuter rail and
Amtrak could not
use the station.
The Boyer
Company only
wants to develop
this land if all
tracks are
removed. Despite
these problems
many people still
advocate the Union Pacific Station, seeing it as the
best option for a successful mass transit system.

The City has chosen to place the intermodal hub
at 600 West and 300 South. The inter-city busses,
Amtrak and possibly commuter rail, will be located
at this station. A major park called Gateway
Commons is planned west of the intermodal hub.
Hopefully, the park will help create a pleasant
environment. There are many disadvantages of
this location: it is nine blocks from downtown, Trax
will not connect with it, and the City has not been
able to purchase the land.
How can people get involved in selecting
the site for the intermodal hub? Currently, no
one is opposing the City's decision to locate it at
6th and 3rd. With Mayor Corradini leaving, there
may be a chance to lobby for a different location .
The need for a practical mass transit system is
crucial to the vitality of Salt Lake City and its
suburbs. Once the intermodal hub and light rail are
in place they will not easily be moved. The
decisions being made today will affect the
convenience and the success of the mass transit
system.

Editorial Page:
Send a Letter to Bridges
In Bridges, we are trying to expand into new journalistic territory: the Editorial Page. We think this is an
important step for this newsletter since it provides an~.•1erplace for the people of the Artspace
neighborhood--and the surrounding comrnunity--to bring their voices, ideas, and concerns into public view.
We welcome letters from any member of the Artspace neighborhood, the Salt Lake community, or from
anyone this newsletter reaches. The letters will be reviewed by the students participating in the SLCC
Artspace Writing Project course which produces this newsletter. We will make every attempt to print every
letter, but space may carry some limitations.
Please submit your editorials to Tiffany Rousculp, English Department, Salt Lake Community College,
4600 S. Redwood Road, Salt Lake City, UT 84130. You can also send letters by E-mail to
rouscuti@slcc.edu. Please include your name, address and phone number at which you can be reached.
We look forward to reading what you have to say. Please help us make Bridges a neighborhood newsletter
worthy ofits name .
....
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East of the Border
by Beau Chaine'

People who have recently moved into this fair city
within the last year might have noticed the stark
rusted steel cutouts ofthe entrance to the Lakota
private club and restaurant on the northeast comer
of 2nd South and 4th West.
There is not much of a great history to this
building or the three businesses that it has housed
since its construction in 1923, but it expresses a
concept in architecture that arose just prior to the
Great Depression: structural mechanical
containment. This new concept of enclosing steel
beams, plumbing and heating and electrical supply
lines within a cement
structural form, started
with Thomas Alva
Edison while he was
also perfecting cement
in 1912. He poured
the first all-cement
building, complete with
electrical conduit and
plumbingruns
enclosed.
It is fascinating that
Carl W. Scott and
George Welch,
architects ofthis
building at 3 80 West 200 South, would use such a
modem concept for that time in a Salt Lake
building--only 11 years after the concept's invention.
Originally, these architects utilized this building
technique for the N. 0. Nelson Manufacturing
Company (N ONM CO) at this address, creating
large spaces between the structural beams that were
perfect for the storage ofheating and plumbing parts
that the company manufactured. This structure was
equally useful for the Salt Lake Stamp company,
who purchased and moved into the vast, five-floor
space in 1958, replacing the NONMCO.
Carl W. Scott was born October 17, 1897 in
Minneapolis, Kansas, and graduated in 1907 from
the University ofUtah with a degree in mining. He is

above the university campus. After graduation, he
became a draftsman for Richard K. A. Kletting and
in 1914 became partners with George Welch, with
whom he started the architectural firm of Scott and
Welch of Salt Lake City, Utah.
George Welch was born in Denver on May 15,
1886, graduated from Colorado College, and
moved to Salt Lake to begin work as an architect.
Active politically, he was a member ofthe Utah
House ofRepresentatives from 1919 until 1921.
Among the buildings that Scott and Welch
designed were the Salt Lake Elks' Club, South High
School, the
Masonic Temple,
Hawthorn
Elementary
School behind
SouthHigh,
Bryant Junior
High School,
Park City High
School, Tooele
High School, and
Cedar City
Elementary
School.
Now owned
by Lakota Lofts, the building at 3 80 West 200
South is a five-story structure ofrectangular plan
that incorporates structural materials ofbrick and
reinforced concrete into a pleasing visual image.
The exposed structural concrete system creates a
grid pattern ofvertical and horizontal support
members. On the main exterior front face, the
vertical supports function in the ornamental scheme
as pillars. Each rectangular unit ofthe criss-cross
grid pattern contained two, twelve-pane rectangular
windows which, along with their supporting brick
structures. They were mostly removed for the
Lakota Loft design of condos and businesses in
1997. Horizontal concrete members still function as
lintels, the spanning support system over any
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stories originally held larger, frontal, glass-only
display windows and, on the sides, large panels of
glass for lighting offices that were on the first and
second floors.
Presently, these first two floors hold the Lakota
Restaurant and Club, with a cut-out middle section
similar to that ofthe Salt Lake Roasting Company,
on 4th South, allowing seating on the second floor
with a view ofthe first from over the rails. The
second floor lintels did not originally go visually
through the second level, though Lakota Loft added
the balcony seating as part oftheir design for the
nightclub, while taking out the floor section in the
middle. They were wise to uncover and include
original exterior front facing inlaid tile work at the

top of the rooftop cement columns or pillars, adding
variance to the corrugated aluminum walls ofthe
rooftop addition.
The apartments are similar in layout to those in
the Artspace Rubber Company. The architects for
the Lakota Lofts visited those apartments before
transforming the structure. Large window wells
were cut down for interior atmospheric economy
and the room layouts were kept simple to
accomodate the potential buyers.
Adding the sixth floor ofpenthouse apartments
was also a unique visionary effect that allows for
more living space, and view advantages over the
valley from the top level that lower floors do not
afford as well.

Red Lotus continued...
Jerry Gardner is the Temple's resident Lama
and Jean Gardner is one of the tutors. Jerry was

The interior ofRed Lotus.

sent here by his teachers, Tulku Urgyen Rinpoche
and Tsoknyi Rinpoche ofKathmandu, Nepal, and
Lama Sonam Kazi of upstate New York to offer
these ideas to Salt Lake City. He returns to Nepal
regularly to continue and update his teachings.

Red Lotus and Urgyen Samten Ling are not
quick fixes for spirituality or self defense. Any one
class or visit to the studio is a small part of
the complete message. I agree with Jerry
when he says that ''The selling of spirituality
is a big business. Everything is sold to make
life better for you. Gadgets to make your Ii fe
easier, for instant gratification. Spirituality
and self esteem cannot be bought and will
not instantly change your life. It takes time."
Society seems to make everyone believe
that image is most important. No one is
working on the inside. You must pursue one
experience or teaching long enough to
understand those philosophies and be able
to apply them to yourself. Ittakes
determination and dedication to truly benefit
from them.
For information on class schedules, etc., contact
Red Lotus at 355-6375.
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Intermountain Furniture:
A Quality Industry by the Hub
by Beau Chaine'

N

estled in an unassuming, gray brick building
behind a graveled parking lot, sits the fourth
generation ownership ofintermountainFurniture at
235 South 600 West,justahalfblockdownfrom
the City Council's new choice for the transportation
hub of Salt Lake City. (See related article this issue,
"Where Oh Where is the Intermodal Hub?")
''The surprise consensus is that we wonder if we
will still be here at this address by the time the Hub
comes," stated
Carol, the long-

time
receptionist for
this exploded
cottage industry
that started with
greatgrandfather
Lewis Hentler
in 1928 .
"Since we
are wholesale
only, (we only
sell to
wholesalers
who own retail
shops), we don't need a great amount of exposure
or display windows with a street view, only
vignettes or small living room and office scenes set
up to view by salesmen. So people coming back
and forth from the Hub will be somewhat
disappointed to see just what you see now: a simple
gray building with no display windows."
Jeff Cohen, a graduate ofthe University ofUtah
School ofLaw with a Masters in Business
Administration, speaks ofhis great grandfather
Hentlerwho started the company upon arriving here
from Russia just before the Great Depression.
''He had a great idea ofmaking frames from all
hardwood, (difficult wood to obtain in the west back

then), with a glue and dowel process that we still
insist on today with all our lines. I bought out our
company seven years ago from my father. We are
the only original furniture manufacturer left in Salt
Lake. My brother, Scott is the marketing manager."
The brothers have taken this company into a
state-of-the-art awareness and competition which is
exemplified by their upstairs showroom. The series
ofvignettes carries spirited feelings of early
craftsmen who
laid the
hardwood floors
in the rooms,
and the strong,
competitive
designs of
attractive and
:functional
modern
furnishings
within--all
crafted at
Intermountain.
"We used to
carry just a few
ofour own lines
as main sellers to retailers, back when it was too
expensive to buy and ship just one or two sofas or
chairs from designer-craftsman companies around
South Carolina, where most quality hardwood was
made before the Depression" said Jeff. "Now we
have revised many ofthose designs ourselves, such
as Wind River that we used to produce here for the
Wind River company, which we bought out when
they were ready to go belly up a few years ago ."
The Wind River collection speaks for itselfin a
high-quality, southwest mode. I can picture it in the
inside of a cottage at Sundance, or in the sun room
ofJeffsJeremyRanchhome. Asinall
Intermountain products, experts at Intermountain
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comer-block,
materials. Frames
S i n c e
safety-block,
are meant to outlast
l 9 2 8
staple, glue and
the furniture and be
placement dowel
reupholstered again.
all joints, creating
Intermountainhas
the strongest,
been a godsend to
most over-built
the
neighborhood
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
frame in the
also, by still
industry (and
employing many
invisible to the untrained eye).
local people, training them from the ground up.
Jeff speaks with pride about the role
Laser-cutting equipment is utilized to ensure
Intermountain has played in the community, "We
pinpoint accuracy and efficiency, with the lowest
have some people here who started their first job
percentage ofwaste, using fabrics that must pass a
3,000 double-rub abrasion test to be considered for with us: our office manager, our financial accountant,
use in the Wind River collection. And the sewing of our receptionist; these folks have been with us for
this line's fabrics exceeds industry standards by
over 20 or 30 years."
16%, with half-inch seam allowance and seven
So will their lines offurniture: American
stitches per inch on all sewn pieces.
Landmark, King Harbor, Wind River, and
Not to be beaten, Intermountain offers lifetime
Intermountain. They are headed for much larger
warranties on frames, springs, cushions and filling
territory than the State of Deseret andR C Willey!

INTERMOUNTAIN
FURNITURE®

Paris Wasn't Built in a Day
continued...
between then and now: kids and families
wandering through the entire city, not just the
few blocks surrounding Temple Square. It's not
just religion that people come to see now. It's
exploration, discovery, art, heritage, and history
as well. When I left for France years ago, I
thought I'd come back to the same Salty City,
only grown up a bit. But, I came back to a place
centered around people,· a place that
remembered the old and continued looking for
the new. What I found was a Cultural Campus
of learning; of self and world discovery,· a place
where dreams were formed and lives were
enhanced.

Calli t what you will; The Gateway, a Cultural
Campus, or a Cultural Necklace. It doesn't matter
so long as citizens of Salt Lake get involved. If we
do, we can make sure that everyone from children
to the elderly, and from poor to the wealthy have a
place in our city. We can also make sure that we
won't always have to travel to San Francisco or
Paris to find more excitement. It will be right here; a
part of our own neighborhood.
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For more
· information;

call Sandi Terry
at 363-1818
or check

our web
site at
www.krcl.org
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